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@jason fleming - i am one of the partners on this video and i love hearing the
feedback. our business is growing by leaps and bounds. if you really want to have
more, i urge you to go to fstoppers and support it in every way you can. it costs a
lot to make these videos and i just don't have the time to make them unless they

are truly the best and something i want to give to my clients. @jgordon - it's
incredibly hard to share specifics on my business because i try to keep everything

close to my chest. i use a system that is highly efficient and able to create the look i
am shooting for with a minimal amount of gear. people can get by with way less

gear than others, but i have much more gear than most. i don't like to let people in
on my techniques because i am afraid they will copy them and make it. they'll just
find a different way to do it. but i can definitely tell you that the system i am using
is highly efficient. @darren - i will ask - if you want to speak to @jgordon we would
be happy to setup a call and see if we can help. we can also be setup as a resource

for your team on lighting for your architecture and interiors work. @madison -
you're a little off. on the day i photographed, the natural light was so strong, it

brought the inside of the house to life. even in my night photography, i don't shoot
it at night. i like shooting after sunset/sunrise because it works so well with how i
shoot and the light is so beautiful. all images and design shown on the dvd can be

found directly under the title photography full download studio. the host of this
series is mike kelley (www.mikekelley.net) owner of advancedstudio

(www.advancedstudio.com) a full service, full featured post production studio
located in southern california. this series is designed to show creative at home,
photographers how to take their work to the next level and ultimately turn their
casual hobby into a thriving business. the episodes are brought to you in great

quality, high definition video. mike is a student of the style and technique of great
photographers. to help other photographers take their photos to the next level,

mike learned what goes into producing the work you see on the pages of a&w, learn
how to shoot better, how to shoot fast, and how to shoot without your camera (and

still produce stunning results!)
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learn the fundamentals of shooting indoor
locations. to be great at any kind of

photography you have to get comfortable in any
kind of light. learn the essentials of shooting

interiors, then create amazing images that will
inspire your clients. want to create exciting

images in any environment? learn how to work
with the elements to create breathtaking work
regardless of the weather. this tutorial covers
the fundamentals of light shooting on location,
including the styles of lighting to use indoors

and out. every location is covered, from
concrete buildings to ice in northern alaska! for

those clients who want to make dramatic
architectural or interior shots available for

reproduction on the cover of a magazine, dvd,
or a trade magazine web page, mike walks you
through how he does it in this tutorial. learn the
techniques and workflow of creating high end,
premium quality images that will entice your

clients. i expect to use the equipment list that i
use for all my architecture tutorials. it is a

conglomeration of a few different cameras and a
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mostly loaded nikon d750 with a few other
lenses in the mix. i hope you already own the

best gear for this tutorial, but even if not, mike
provides still some great key phrases for
evaluating equipment. let me share a few
excerpts: “camera iq-test”: 0-10:0 means

everything is perfect. 9-10:0 means not too bad,
but not perfect. 8-10:0 means the subject is
sharp on the picture but all other issues are

visible to the eye. 7-10:0 means the subject is
focused on the picture but the other issues are
fine. 6-10:0 means the subject is focused fine,

but there are visible other issues like color
reproduction, noise, etc. 5-10:0 means the
subject is focused well, but there are visible

other issues like blur, color reproduction, etc.
0-5:0 means the subject is blurred or partially

out of focus. 5ec8ef588b
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